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Implicit, Not Explicit, Effects Matter the Most 

Rather than a complete survey of regional policy in the United 
States and the contrasts between it and policy in Canada, this paper 
will concentrate on a few major themes in the United States. The 
first theme one needs to stress is that the greatest effects of federal 
policies on regions in the United States are the implicit effects of 
federal tax and expenditure programs and other policies which are 
"ot explicitly designed to have regional effects. Those federal policies 
w hich are consciously designed to influence the regional distribution 
of economic activity have not been very significant relative to other 
federal policies. Furthermore, the explicit regional policies which 
have been instituted have usually been quite diluted in their impacts, 
due to Congress's insistence on spreading expenditures over many 
Congressional districts, or, what amounts to the same thing, its 
insistence on defining eligibility for assistance so loosely that a great 
many areas legitimately compete for a meagre budget. 

But the effects of other federal policies on individual regions and 
on the regional structure of the nation are great. Those policies 
include the basic federal tax structure, the expenditure programs, 
macroeconomic stabilization policy, and the social security system, 
to name only a few. Let me throw out sorne iIIustrative examples. 

"This paper was written while Visiting Professor of City Planning, University 
of Pennsylvania. 1 am indebted to the other members of the panel at the 
Montreal symposium. 1 also benefited from comments by Harvey Lithwick 
and others at Carleton University when 1gave two seminars there, and from 
conversation with Marie Howland. This written version was influenced by 
my paper "Multiregional Models in Transition for Economies in Transition: 
The Development of Multiregional Modeling in North America", which was 
presented at the International Institute for Applied Systems Analysis in 
November 1981 after the Montreal Symposium (revised version forthcoming 
in Peter Nijkamp el al., eds., Praclier and Prospects of Multirrgionlli Economie Modeling, 
North Holland, 1982). 1am solely responsible for any errors. 
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Federal Tax System 
The United States tax system is somewhat progressive, so the 
higher income regions pay greater shares of federal taxes than their 
shares of population or income. That effect explains most of the 
so-ca11ed "deficit" which a typical Northeastern or Midwestern state 
has with the federal government: the residents of the state receive 
in federal expenditures less than they pay in taxes. While 1would like 
to resist strenuously any implication that those "deficits" have the 
policy significance which many parochial observers attach to them, 
it is worth noting that the tax system is more important in causing 
them than the expenditure programs. Recent research by Janet Pack 
[7] has made that clear.1 But the effects of the so-ca11ed "deficits", 
and no one denies that they are significant effects, are the natural 
consequences of a tax system which is designed not to accomplish 
regional objectives but to accomplish individual income distribution 
objectives in the nation as a whole. No one would claim that the tax 
structure has been designed to depress older, higher income regions, 
but of course it does have such effects - and appropriately so. 

Before the 1978 revisions in the federal tax code, the investment 
tax credit feature of profits taxation was available for new invest 1. 

ment but not for rehabilitation of existing structures. That policy 
1/must have had sorne biases in favour of regions which business ,

regarded as good places for new investment, and biases against 
older, already heavily industrialized regions in the Northeast and 
Midwest, which had a preponderance of older capital stock which 1 

business might modernize with adequate incentives. The 1978 revi l 
sions fortunately eliminated the bias - fortunately for both the 
older regions and for national economic efficiency - and the 1981 
revisions made the credit for rehabilitation of buildings even more 
favourable. The original bias was presumably not a conscious 
regional policy, although the later revisions to remove the bias were 
to sorne extent the result of strong lobbying by regions with older 
capital stock. 

Another example is the very favourable tax provisions on fringe 
benefits in the form of employer and employee contributions to 
pension plans, which have effects similar to the national social 
security system which is discussed below. 

Expenditure Programs 
We are ail familiar with the arguments that Federal expenditures 
favour, relative to population, the newer, faster growing areas in 

tpack found that a hypothetical reallocation of federal expenditures on an equal
 
per capita basis would reduce regional disparities in net f10ws of federal funds
 
by only about 25 percent. That shows that the disparities in per capita taxes
 
are more important than the per capita expenditures in determining the
 
disparities in the difference between expenditures and taxes.
 

the South and West. That is broadly true for expenditures in aggre
gate, although of course not so for every major program. It has been 
true of defence expenditures for many years, for example, and many 
have concluded that the defence budget has been a major force in 
the regional restructuring of the nation. But the defence budget 
cannot be seen as an explicitly regional policy. We can debate the 
degree of regional bias and the degree of regional political influence 
in the major authorization and appropriations committees of Con
gress, but our conclusion would be that there is no conscious federal 
regional policy. 

Macroeconomie Policy 
The United States, like Canada, has been plagued by recessions in 
the post-World War II period. The widespread unemployment 
which results periodica11y is of course the result of a very cornpli
cated combination of external and internai forces, which policymak
ers find hard to control, and of the particular responses policymak
ers make in each cycle. Sorne recessions are the result of policy 
mistakes, such as too-abrupt restrictions on aggregate demand, or 
too-Iong tolerance of inflation which creates irresistible political 
pressure for abrupt restrictive policies. Recessions and extended 
periods of slack in the economy have very uneven effects geographi
ca11y; they have relatively greater negative impact on the older 
industrialized core regions [3;5;8]. 

One reason for this is that the composition of demand changes in 
recessions, away from durable consumer goods and capital goods in 
which older regions specialize. Another reason may be the reduced 
ability of firms with older capital stock to compete in national 
markets when those markets are depressed.z If anti-inflation policy 
tilts more toward restrictive monetary policy than toward restric
tive fiscal policy, which it often has done, that also has an effect on 
the composition of demand that adversely affects the older indus
trialized regions which specialize in the production of new capital 
goods. 

Social Security Pension System 
No one thinks of social security as a "regional policy". But one 
important effect of a national pension system is to make older people 
more mobile by giving them sorne financial independence of friends 

'Age of capital stock and the resulting real production cost effects have been 
urged as explanations by various observers [1;3;l1J. However, Marie How
land's [4J empirical test of the hypothesis that regions with older capital stock 
have more severe recessions produced inconclusive results. 5he found that for 
total manufacturing, the partial relationship between age of capital and sever
ity of recession has been negative, counter to the hypothesis; however, for a 
single mature industry, textile manufacturing, the hypothesis is supported. 
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and relatives, and that has surely facilitated migration to regions 
with warmer climates and lower cost of living. In the United States 
those regions happen to be in the Southern and sorne Western 
regions, which are also growing rapidly for other reasons. The 
federal tax provisions favouring employer and employee contribu
tions to private pensions have had similar effects. It is the porfabilify of 
financial means, which pensions provide, that has implicit regional 
effects in a country with significant differences in climate and/or 
living costs across regions. 

Those are a few examples. Rather than multiply or elaborate 
them, let me go on to a second major theme. 

Long-Run Relative Decline of aider Core Regions 

The long-run relative decline of the industrialized Northeast and 
Midwest is not something unexpected or surprising. One might not 
go so far as to say that it is inevifable, because one can imagine 
different international events and federal policies which would have 
delayed or reduced the relative decline. But many factors are at work 
to require the older regions to go through an extended transition 
and to force their residents to accept a process of adjustment to the 
decline. The geography of the country, the developments in tech
nology and in world markets, the dynamics of economies of scale 
and external economies in the newer regions - with resulting 
import substitution in favour of locally produced goods and services 
and away from imports from the older regions - the reluctance of 
the federal government to intervene actively, ail these have been at 
work. 

The New England region began the transition first, and has 
perhaps even completed it - with mixed results. The Middle Atlan
tic region came under severe pressure in the 1970s and continues to 
be under pressure. The Midwest is suffering a genuine depression 
now in 1981-82. The Viet Nam War boom of the 1960s seems 
merely to have postponed the most visible signs of the process. The 
process of decline, greatly aggravated by the current recession, will 
force the regions' residents and their state and local public sectors to 
adjust to changing conditions. 

The Adjustment Process 

We can get a better sense of the transition and the required adjust
ments if we consider the options open to residents as they respond 
individually and collectively to the pressure on labour markets and 
on publie sectors. The variety of options is my third theme. 

Sorne people willleave the region, and perhaps quite quiekly. The 

(
 
1
 

quick movers probably emerge from the process with relatively little 
loss of real income: we can presume that quiek exit is a sign that they 
do not value much the special market basket and non-pecuniary 
advantages of the region and have good opportunities elsewhere. It 
is possible that a quiek moyer really does suffer heavy losses and 
moves quiekly in order to prevent them from being even greater. 
However, 1 suspect such people are less numerous, so the basic 
generalization is true. Quick movers do cause great losses for the 
residents who remain behind, because of the selective migration 
effect. 

The people who stay for a longer time face downward pressures 
on real labour income, real income from local capital goods they 
own, and the net value of state and local government fiscal opera
tions. There tends to be pressure to relax environmental standards; 
if the region collectively succumbs to the temptation it will suffer 
sorne real income loss in amenity and safety. Relative to the national 
average, money wage rates will fall; consumer prices (especially of 
housing and labour-intensive services) will fait but not be enough to 
prevent real wages from falling. These processes, however, may be 
slow in getting under way and slow in proceeding. 

To the extent that money wages are stieky, more of the adjust
ment will come about through unemployment or underemploy
ment than if money wages are more flexible (relative to the nation). 
Finally, as we saw in many states and cities in the 1970s, sorne 
adjustment cornes through reduced ambitions and expectations in 
the public sector, especially in the scope of its redistributive func
tion. New York City is an example of a local government which for 
many decades had a strong enough position in the national and 
international markets for its good and services to be able to finance 
extensive redistribution through the public sector. In the 1970s its 
financial crisis showed that it had to reduce its ambitions. 

The crucial question now is not whether the transition and the 
required adjustments will occur, but rather how fast the transition 
will occur and how severe the adjustments will be. Our past national 
experience shows that such adjustments are allowed to go on with 
relatively little federal assistance explicitly designed to delay the 
transition for regions as a whole. In recent decades, however, there 
have been extensive "people-oriented" programs of assistance to 
distressed individuals: unemployment insurance, welfare, medical 
care subsidies, food and housing subsidies, training and education 
subsidies. Those programs have, of course, had sorne implicit effect 
in slowing the transition by discouraging migration or allowing 
people to postpone migration, but that has been a priee society has 
felt worth paying. Assistance to declining regions qua regions has 
not been very large relative to people-oriented policies, and 1doubt it 
will become much larger in the future. An intermediate type of 
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policy is represented by trade protection for specific industries and 
by agricultural supports. They are what we might cali "industrial 
policies", which inevitably have concentrated effects on sorne 
regions, and the regional effects in these cases are fairly explicit. So 
they are exceptions to my generalization about the thrust of federal 
policy; 1don't think they destroy the generalization. Trade protec
tion, however, may weil becorne more important in the future. 

Given the traditional reluctance of the federal government to 
intervene aggressively, about ail the politicians of the Northeast and 
Midwest can hope for is an avoidance of federal policies which 
unduly hasten the transition or aggravate the adjustment process. 
By this 1mean policies which aggravate the transition without any 
clear offsetting gain for the nation as a whole. In general the 
fundamental technological and world market forces cannat be rev
ersed even by an agency as large as the federal government, and 
clearly they will not be reversed or even heavily offset, in our 
economic and political ~stem in which government intervention of 
the kind which would be required is not traditional and in which the 
sense of place or region has usually been subordinated to the goal of 
an integrated national economy. 

1do not think the secular trends have played themselves out, but 
of course one can hardly be confident on this score. There seems to 
be a fairly elastic labour supply in the growing regions, so that rising 
wage costs are not rapidly eroding their competitive advantages.3 

Just how severe the adjustment problems will continue to be will 
depend on a number of things yet to be determined: Will there 
continue to be slack in the national economy? Will there be more 
sharp declines in the level of federal people-oriented policies which 
happen to benefit those population groups heavily represented in 
the older regions, particularly in their central cities? Will the society 
continue to allow state and local governments in the energy 
resource-rich regions to capture a significant part of the natural 
resource rents created in those regions, and thus enhance their 
position in the national marketplace for population and business 
investments? 

Importance of NaturaI Resource Rents 

The last question above suggests my fourth theme. Bill Alonso has 
often called the reemergence of Ricardian rent a central factor in 
regional economics and regional policy. He refers to the enormous 
rents on natural resources in the form of energy resources, in the 
regions such as the Southwest, Western Plains, Mountain areas, 

and Alaska. Many state, provincial, and local governments have 
already tapped these rents. While sorne Eastern and Midwestern 
coal producing areas offer counter examples (and, in Canada, per
haps Newfoundland's offshore deposits), they are not nearly as 
significant in the national pictures of both countries. 

Governments in the energy-rich regions benefit by royalties, 
severance taxes, ordinary income taxes and profit taxes, and prop
erty taxes on the current output or the wealth under their surfaces. 
The structure of energy markets is such that sorne part of those 
taxes can be shifted forward on to consumers of energy in other 
regions. There is of course debate on just how much forward 
shifting will occur: Many observers argue that there will be consid
erable backward shifting as a result of reduced exploitation of the 
energy deposits. But what many have failed to see is that no matter 
whether there is forward or backward shifting, the burdens of the 
taxes are being passed on to residents of other regions. It is obvious 
that the other regions have a much larger percentage of energy 
consumption than they do of energy resources, but it is also true 
that the other regions' residents own a much larger share of the 
deposits and of the capital which is used in exploiting the deposits, 
and a larger share of the federal government, which is a major owner 
of the resources in question. As direct or indirect owners, the 
residents of other regions suffer from backward shifting as weil as 
from forward shifting. The debate over the degrees of forward 
versus backward shifting, while important for income distribution 
reasons, should not blind us to the fact that one way or the other the 
state and local governments in the resource-rich regions are gaining 
at the expense of residents in the rest of the United States. 

For the other regions, the immediate terms of trade effect and the 
taxation of the capital they own are bad enough. But in the longer 
run there is also a fear that the largess of the energy-rich regions 
will be sufficient to permit them to reduce taxes on individuals and 
non-energy business low enough to attract population and new 
business investment. 

There is, by the way, a very interesting recent report from the 
Economic Council of Canada [2) which highlights the possibilities of 
rents as a force in migration. The authors of the report were 
convinced by their empirical research that the prospect of benefiting 
from the fiscal benefits of the natural resource rents has encouraged 
migration of persons from the rest of Canada to Alberta, Saskat
chewan, and British Columbia. The attractiveness of the fiscal 
benefits is suggested by the fact that alone of the provinces Alberta 
has no sales tax, that it has the lowest personal income tax in the 
country, and that its tax-exempt Heritage Fund will finance future 
public services. The Economic Council report concludes that the 

i i 

prospect of sharing in the natural resource rents was a significant 3See the discussion by myself and others in Jackson rI al. [5J. 
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factor in encouraging migration, even after controlling for housing 
priees and employment opportunities, and especially so for low- and 
middle-income persons {but not for the very poor, who pay so little 
income tax they do not benefit from an unusually low rate and who 
are also deterred by high housing priees in the western regions of 
Canada).4 These recent developments raise the possibility, in the 
United States, of adding an East-West political conflict to the con
tinuing Frost Belt-Sun Belt one. 

Merely to point to the appropriation of rents whieh is taking place 
is not to suggest a definitive answer to the normative question of 
how the rents should be distributed. Certainly national energy poli
cies in both countries have already partially redistributed the rents 
away from the regions in which they are generated; that has been 
accomplished by federal ownership or federal taxes and by national 
priee controIs explicitly designed to reduce the impact of rising world 
priees on consumers in the two countries. 5 Nor does pointing to the 
rents whieh remain within the producing regions deny that those 
regions have sorne genuine grievances from the past, when Ihey had 
to pay sorne of the taxes which other states and provinces levied on 
manufactured products and whieh were shifted forward on to con
sumers. It is also not to deny that the producing regions have 
legitimate rights to use sorne of the current rents to finance the 
preservation and restoration of the physieal environment, which 
energy exploitation harms, and also to introduce sorne badly needed 
diversification into their economies. It is in the national interest to 
avoid excessive specialization in regional economies, for very undi
versified regions will face serious adjustment problems in the future 
if the wheel of fortune turns again, this time against the resource
rich regions. As we can see from the present problems in industrial
ized regions, lack of diversifieation causes severe adjustment prob
lems, whieh in turn create inequitable income distributions within 
regions and politieal pressures for trade protection and other 
national policies whieh reduce efficiency. 

Even given ail those points, however, 1personally believe that the 
United States society ought to insist on a more equitable distribu
tion of the natural resource rents across regions than it now toler
ates, and which it appears ready to tolerate for sorne time, given the 

'There are of course many other effects of government policy on migration in 
Canada, including the deterring effect of recent liberalized unemployment 
insurance provisions and the federal equalization grants to provinces, which 
the Economic Council report finds reduce the net migration out of the 
depressed Atlantic provinces. 

5This is weil known to American readers; the Canadian results are discussed by 
the Economic Council of Canada in [21. 

Congress's failure to act and the Supreme Court's decision in Com
monwealth Edison el al. v. Monlana el al. (1981).6 

Policy Recommendations 

1should continue on the theme introduced in the last paragraph and 
move on to normative considerations and specifie policy recommen
dations. It is often said there are "problem regions". A nation with a 
lot of problem regions, as the United States is now, is of course a 
problem nation. In the end, however, there really are only problem 
individuals, and that is more important than the fact that they are 
clustered together in particular regions. They are persons who find 
their previous human capital and physical investments disappoint
ingly unproductive, who find their capital very immobile in the 
sense that the costs of mobility are very high, who find their local 
public schools declining miserably in quality. 

A nation with problem regions owes something to the individuals 
caught in distress in those regions. The most unfortunate aspect of 
policy in the United States today is not, in my judgement, the lack of 
explicit"regional policy", but rather the recent tendency to abandon 
individuals and the failure to provide adequately for local public 
schools, in whieh tomorrow's residents of other regions are being 
educated today. 

There is sorne tendency now to renege on an implicit promise of 
earlier governments to insure individuals against losses caused by 
structural changes. Such insurance, provided it eases and encour
ages adjustment, is not only humane; it is also very useful in foster
ing efficiency in the long run, because providing insurance makes 
individuals more receptive to long-run structural change. In the 
absence of such "adjustment insurance", there are severe pressures 
on the federal government for inefficient place-oriented policies and 
for protectionist trade policies. 

1 have always found 'luite productive the simple distinction 
between "people-prosperity policies" and "place-prosperity policies", 
although of course the distinction is too simplistic for ail purposes 

61n that case, Commonwealth Edison and sorne other electrical utilities chal
lenged Montana's 30 percent severance tax on coaL arguing that the tax is 
shifted forward and so amounts de facto to an export ta x, which is unconstitu
tional. As McLure [61 pointed out, much of the argument in the case con
cerned the elasticity of demand for Montana coaL but in the end the Court 
decided that the tax was not an export tax - white most of it might be shifted 
forward on to consumers in other states, it was levied on ail coal mined in the 
state, including the coal consumed there, and so was not a discriminatory 
export tax (", , . the tax burden is borne according to the amount of coal 
consumed and not according to any distinction between in-state ana out-of
state consumers," Majority opinion, p. 8, quoted in [6J, 
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and there is danger in overdoing it. But in general the proper place
 
for place-prosperity policies is sharply limited, and we should con

tinue to stress people-prosperity policies. They need to be designed
 
to facilitate adjustment, including migration.
 

One problem with the American system is that migration out of
 
declining regions seems to be too slow. 1 have in mind here that
 
there are serious barriers to exiting from a high unemployment
 
area, for poor and middle income groups in particular. In the United
 
States there is not much in the way of centralized employment
 
information and counselling services for lower income workers;
 
most government labour placement services are, of course, operated
 
by the states as part of unemployment insurance. There are capital
 
market imperfections which impede lower income people from mak

ing the large investment necessary for migration. If you are a banker
 
in Philadelphia, you will be rather reluctant to lend money to an
 
unemployed sheet metal worker to allow her to move to Houston.
 
You will worry about ever seeing her again, and your attitude would
 
not change materialy t'Ven if the national economy were booming
 
instead of being in a recession. An unemployed worker with very
 
little taxable income will not benefit much from the tax deduction
 
for moving expenses.
 

Now, it is interesting that higher income technical and manage

rial and professional people have fewer barriers. Their previous
 
education and experience give them sorne advantage in finding new
 
opportunities in other regions; their whole world view reduces their
 
fear of moving; they more often have sorne nest eggs to tide them 
over the move; they get more tax savings from moving costs. 
Indeed, many such workers are subsidized by their present employ Il 
ers (national or multinational firms) in making the move; sorne i 

firms automatically move people, if they are willing, from one region j
to another as part of the firms' own internai resource allocation
 
process, and they continue to pay their employees' normal wages 

"
 

l,'
and subsidize the moving costs during the move. And this greater 
ease of movement would be made still greater if the national econ l 
orny, including housing markets, improved. Thus there is a bias in 
favour of migration by educated higher income workers as com 1 
pared to other workers. That seems to be a problem of efficiency as 
weil as of equity. 

On the other hand, many say that migration inlo sorne areas of 1 
l,the country is too rapid. Their argument is the familiar one that new 1 

migrants do not pay the full marginal cost of providing infrastruc
ture and public services in the fast-growing areas. However, this is 
convincing only if one concentrates on a particular margin - the 
individual migrant, or perhaps the individual real estate developer 
building a new neighborhood. If one thinks of larger increments _ 
very large neighborhoods, or five percent expansions in the size of a 

city over a few years - one suspects there is a much better chance 
that the new migrants do pay the marginal cost, or at least that their 
marginal willingness to pay covers the marginal social cost, which is 
what matters for aggregate efficiency. There may be sorne redistri
bution within the city which receives inmigrants, but on the whole 
one would think that the previous residents are fairly able to protect 
their real income position, in the political process, during expansion. 
Furthermore, 1suspect that more municipalities are willing and able 
to insist on new residents bearing the marginal costs than were 
earlier in the postwar period (1 have in mind recent developments in 
zoning and imposition of public service costs on developers). 

There are imperfections in labour markets which cause excessive 
unemployment in declining areas - sticky wages. Perhaps they do 
contribute to 100 much migration out of the declining areas. However, 
sticky wages, first, become less and less sticky as time goes on 
(relative to the nation), and, second, are so ingrained in the Ameri
can economic system anyway that they must be accepted as agiven as 
far as regional poHcy is concerned. Practically speaking, the alterna
tive to migration assistance is nol more flexible wages, but rather 
unemployment - sheer waste of human capital. Migration, then, 
appears a reasonable second-best policy. Furthermore, as both 
American and Canadian observers have pointed out, relief to the 
unemployed inevitably deters migration somewhat, so the nel effect 
of the sticky wage imperfection plus normal social policy to aid the 
unemployed is not necessarily 100 much migration. Thus, 1 believe 
that more assistance to migration is justified, after considering the 
whole array of imperfections in the system. 

Place-prosperity policies do have sorne place, if they reduce indi
vidual distress and make the process of decline more orderly but at 
the same time offer incentives to migrate, or at least do not long 
delay outmigration. For example, federal assistance to local govern
ments to maintain local infrastructure or crucial public services may 
be acceptable; federal subsidies for extensive new infrastructure, or 
for industrial development, are generally not. 

One kind of place-prosperity policy for depressed regions clearly 
is appropriate. That is federal assistance to the local public schools in 
the desperately poor central cities in the declining regions. The 
reason is quite simple: sooner or later large numbers of the pupils 
are going to be living or working elsewhere in the nation, and then 
their poor education will show up as lack of productivity and other 
problems for the private and public sectors in the expanding regions. 
The same argument supports retraining and adult education. If such 
aid delays or deters migration for sorne people, as it will certainly do, 
that is a price worth paying. 

The national government must resist strenuously the tempta
tion to relax environmental standards in the declining regions. 
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While one might make an argument that in any one lagging region, 
the local preferences and the economic costs of rigorous anti 
pollution policies would make sorne temporary relaxation efficient, 
the result would surely be a widespread relaxation and an example 
of the tyranny of small decisions. The most important rationale for 
national environmental policies in the first place is not that pollution 
from one source affects the entire nation, but that national stand
ards are necessary to prevent competitive subsidization of industry. 

As a general rule, people-orientation is still the best policy. 
Assistance to state and local governments should be limited to that 
adjustment assistance which is more efficiently channeled through 
them than directly to individuals. It is of course very hard to lay 
down precise rules in advance on Just what is permissable under this 
criterion and what is not. The most important point 1want to make 
is that the general spirit of federal policy should be adjustment 
assistance; once established, that spirit can certainly tolerate occa
sional errors and imprecision in impact. 

Unfortunately, the outlook for efficient, targeted adjustment 
policies is not very favourable. Our basic political system is such 
that, once sorne limited adjustment assistance is agreed upon, there 
are irresistable temptations to spread it around too thinly and to 
dilute it beyond effectiveness. And it is hard to expect a Con
gressman to vote for aid to migration out of his district. Sorne 
targeting might be accomplished through trade protection for cer
tain industries. But even that is not very effective targeting, and a 
more serious objection is that it introduces inefficiencies and delays 
the fundamental adjustments which are required. 

Thus, 1am rather pessimistic about the future of regional policy. 1 
don't think much in the way of good policies will be forthcoming. 
There will continue to be temptations for inefficient measures such 
as trade protection of industries and subsidies for new industry in 
areas which already have excess capacity. We will probably not focus 
enough on the one kind qf place-oriented policy which makes sense 
in our new situation, aid to public education in the poorest Northern 
and Midwestern cities. And, in the shorter run picture, it does not 
appear to me very likely - although surely it is possible - that we will 
be able to get our macro policy in order so that we avoid aggravating 
the adjustment problems. 
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